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Student remembered
by his family, friends
University junior Xavier Crawford passed away Dec. 14,2011

r*

By Dam. King
PukeEdrtor

The one thing those closest to Xavier
Crawford will always remember is
his smile.
"It was like glued oa" said junior
Deion White, a friend of Xavier's. "It
never left."
Deion and Xavier met during
Deion's freshman year of high
school, when a longtime friend of
Deion's introduced them.
"It was easy to get along
with him." Deion said. "He was
always happy."
Xavier, a junior at the University,
died Dec. 14 from complications of
an illness, according to an email
sent by University President Mary
Ellen Mazey.
Xavier. 22, was diagnosed with
colitis two years ago, and the illness had been bothering him frequently in the days before he died,
said senior Tiffany Creary, a friend
of Xavier's.
Xavier grew up in Euclid, Ohio. His
mother remembers he was happy
growing up as well.
"1 remember my child smiling,"
said Patricia Moten, Xavier's mother.
"He always had a smile on his face,
he was always happy."
Harvey Crawford, Xavier's father,
said he will miss his son's smile the
most.
Xavier had more than just a great
smile, he had a great personality to
match. Xavier was a very social, outgoing persoa Tiffany said.
"He knew everyone, every week

Xavier
Crawford
Died Dec. 14.2011

Xavier had a new friend," she said.
"He was always laughing, I never
saw him angry."
Tiffany and Deion remember
the times they spent with Xavier as
being characterized by laughter.
"One day we were at the beach
at home and me and him planned
to scare everyone," Tiffany said.
"He jumped out and screamed
and yelled and he tripped and fell
in the sand."
Deion had the same memory. "No
one was scared, but everyone was
laughing," he said.
Deion also remembered sillythings about Xavier, such as the
time Xavier put pictures of Wendy
all over the inside of Deion's car
because he thought Deion's new
hairstyle looked like the restaurant
chain's logo character.
"He always made us laugh,"
Deion said.
Harvey remembers Xavier as
a humble, easygoing, quiet-spoken person.
"I really feel a closeness to him
because of his personality," Harvey
said. "Because he was different from
his brothers, he was more humble
like I was; 1 didn't have any problems
out of him."
Xavier was goofy, loveable and
always there for you, remembers Xavier's younger brother
Ravonn Moten.
"My brother just tried to be a
mentor to me and look over me,"
Ravonn said. "He would always be
there for you, he always tried to do
the right thing."
Whenever a friend would ask for a
favor or for Xavier to do something,
he wouldn't say no, Deion said.
"He looked out for all his friends,"
Deion said. "He never knew how to
say no, he was like 'Yes Man'."
Xavier did many things while at
the University, and never stopped
pursuing the things he was passionate about.
"He was always singing," Ravonn
said. "Every time I was around him
he was always singing."
Xavier also enjoyed modeling,
acting and dancing.
"He always got into acting,"
Patricia said. "He always wanted an
audience."
He tried out for several things
See CRAWFORD | Page 2
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Campus Health Center offers advice, vaccines
By TuinMm Almuhanna
Reporter

With the harsh winter surrounding
us, some could say getting the flu
is becoming easier. However, that
may not be the case.
Barbara Arps Hoffman, interim
director of Student Health Services
located in the Health Center on
campus, said the flu has nothing
to do with the weather. The flu is
a virus transmitted by coughing
and sneezing and is re-transmitted
from your hands to your eyes, ears
and nose. She said it is important to
cough and sneeze into your sleeve,
and to wash your hands frequently
to avoid transmission. Though it
is just as important to obtain a flu
shot, she said.

"It takes two weeks from the
time the student obtains the flu
shot for the student to be immunized. So if they have already come
in contact with the virus before
they received the flu shot, they may
get the flu before they are fully
immunized," Hoffman said. "That
is why we want students to receive
the flu shot in the fall before the flu
season begins."
Junior Zackary Bell said he
usually gets the flu around both
October and March, when the seasons begin to change. However, he
said it is inevitable to hear several
students coughing and sneezing
in all of his classes throughout
the year.
"Perhaps if all students received
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Restaurant Poll

Falcons defeat Eagles

Finding the Felons

Visit our site to
vote on your,
favorite Mexican
@ restaurant in town.
Choices, choices.

The BG women's basketball
team defeated Eastern
Michigan, 70-54, Sunday
afternoon. The win was Coach
Curt Miller's 250th. I PAGE 5

Columnist Mathew Davoli
discusses the perils of the
prison system and why
donations from lobbyists
pose a problem. | PAGE 4

"Perhaps if all students
received the flu shot
in the fall, students
wouldn't be getting
sick as often."
Zackary Bell | University Junior

the flu shot in the fall, students
wouldn't be getting sick as often,"
Bell said.
In addition to the flu, Hoffman
said there can be the presence of
other viruses going around and
See FLU | Page 8

What club would you start on campus?
•• The Kosher club
because I'm Jewish.

JEREMY REDER
Sophomore, History
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about credit card fraud
within the 100 block of S
Main St.

was reported at Falcon
Heights.

BLOTTER
TUES., JAN. 17

2:08 P.M.
A general information incident was reported at the
Physical Science Building.

5:37 A.M.
An ambulance assistance
was reported at University
Hall.
9:31A.M.
Criminal mischief was
reported at Conklin North.

6:42 P.M.
Complainant reported
several telephone calls of
a threatening nature within
the 300 block of N. Main
St.

10:29 P.M.
An ambulance assistance
was reported at Olscamp
Hall.

3:45 P.M
Suspicious circumstances
were reported at University
Hall.

SAT., JAN. 21
12:52 A.M.
Aaron S. Weisenauer. 22. of
Bowling Green, was cited
for possession of drug paraphernalia within the 900
block of Klotz Road.

3:46 A.M.
A juvenile was arrested
for being unruly within the
1000 block of Fairview
Ave. He was lodged in the
Juvenile Detention Center.

WED., JAN. 18
1:16 A.M.
An alcohol violation was
reported at Falcon Heights.

12:51A.M.
Tyler D. Evans. 20. of
Bowling Green, was cited
for underage under the
influence of alcohol within
the 500 block of W. Poe
Road.

4:47 P.M.
Complainant reported
receiving a phone call asking for $450 for a legal
matter within the 1100
block of N Main St The
complainant was advised it
is probably a scam.

2:53 P.M.
A general information incident was reported at Falcon
Heights.
8 26 P.M.
A general information
incident was reported at
Kreischer/Ashley.

FRI., JAN. 20
11:07 A.M.
Complainant reported his
front door forced open with
items stolen within the 500
block of W. Gypsy Lane
Road.

10:39 P.M.
A drug violation was
reported at Kreischer/
Batchelder.

THURS..JAN.19

4:42 P.M.
An investigation is pending

11:36 A.M.
An ambulance assistance

YEARS<

2:16 A.M.
Complainant reported
receiving threatening
phone calls and text messages within the 400 block
of E. Napoleon Road.
2.35 A.M.
Matthew A Marquette. 20.
of Perrysburg. was cited for
criminal damaging/property
damage within the 200

was valued at $100.

block of Manville Ave. He
allegedly kicked the passenger side mirror off of a
vehicle.

1:51 P.M.
Complainants reported
their friend's vehicle was
entered and had several
items stolen within the 200
block of N. Main St.

Michael A. Picknell. 20. of
Columbus, was cited for
possession of marijuana
within the 200 block of
Manville Ave.

4:44 P.M.
Derek M. Burgess. 24. of
Bowling Green, was cited
for disorderly conduct/
offensive gesture or noise
within the 1000 block of S.
Main St.

3:11A.M.
Robert M. Albino. 21. of
Bowling Green, was cited
for operating a vehicle
impaired within the 300
block of E. Wooster St.

5:44 P.M.
Complainant reported
sometime between 12 a.m.
and 3:44 p.m. someone
cut the two front tires and
one back tire on a vehicle
within the 700 block of E.
Napoleon Road.

3:25 A.M.
Complainant reported
being punched in the eye
by an unknown white male
wearing a black North Face
jacket and a blue hoodie
within the 200 block of N
Main St.
8:51A.M.
A bathroom window was
reportedly broken out of a
store within the 400 block
of E. Wooster St. The window was valued at $50

526 P.M.
Kalli Danielle Middlestetter.
20. of Bowling Green, was
cited for theft after allegedly attempting to shoplift
$60.91 in merchandise at
Meijer.

12:04 P.M.
Complainant reported the
passenger side brake light
on a vehicle broken out
within the 2000 block of E.
Napoleon Road. The light

Abigail Marie Archer. 20,
of Bowling Green, was
cited for theft and underage possession of alcohol
after attempting to shoplift
$61.61 in merchandise.

CRAWFORD
From Page 1
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PARTY FAVORS TO THE
FIRST 100 PEOPLE!
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10 PM til 2:30 AM

including two bottles of
alcohol, at Meijer.

SUN., JAN. 22
1:19 A.M.
Ryan Connor Litman, 18.
of Springboro, Ohio, was
arrested for underage/
under the influence of alcohol within the 200 block of
N. Main St.
2:02 A.M.
Alexander Robert Glasgow.
22, of Bryan. Ohio, was
arrested for criminal damaging and criminal trespass
within the 100 block of N.
Main St. He was lodged in
the Wood County Justice
Center.

t

ONLINE: Go to b9news.c0m for
the complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966
To clarify, the article "Grounds for
Election" in the Jan 17 print edition of The BG News said Kelly
Wicks is running for "congress."
when it should have said "state
legislature.- Wicks is running for the
3rd District of the Ohio House of
Representatives.

ONLINE ONLY
VisitBGNews.com Tuesday for

while at the University and
performed as a model in
jabberwock this past year,
Tiffany said.
"He always talked about
his scenes, even if ihey were
small, and what he had to do
in them," Tiffany said.
At the University, Xavier
majored in Physical Education.
"1 don't think that Iphysical
educationl was what he was
destined to do," Tiffany said.
"I think he was going to go
beyond that and do modeling and acting."
Xavier always had a plan
for what he wanted to pursue
next, Deion said.
Deion remembers Xavier as
a positive person who always
made him and their group of
friends laugh.
"When 1 think of him. 1 don't
get sad, 1 just smile," Deion
said. "I just think he wouldn't
want me to get sad. he'd want
me to think of all the good

Interactive Blotter

Feature Photo:

Track crime in
BG on a map of
the blotter

Find out what
photo will be
featured on our
homepage

9

Stay informed more easily with
The BG News by following us on
Facebook and Twitter

James R. Weinandy
Bankruptcy Attorney
Experienced
Free initial consultation
Payment plans considered
I help people file for bankruptcy.
I am a debt relief agency.

Willow House Apts.
830 4th Street
lhclnlbath

ilillsualc Apts. 1082 Fairview
lbdr:lbath
2bdr:l' 'bath • 3bdn2balh
2&3bed come with washer/dryer

Heinzsite Apts.
710 N. Enterprise
lbdr: 1 bath-2bdr:r'bath
2bdr comes with washer/dryer

We still have a few 1,2, & 3 bedroom units open for 2012/2013
Stop by for listings and set an appointment for showing!
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 419.353.5800
www.meccabg.com • info@meccabg.com

.MECCA
Management Inc.

419-354-1244
441 Frazee Ave. Bowling Green

ONE MONTH FREE RENT!
with 12 month lease.
Good through 1/31/12
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Club educates through electric vehicles
By G tof f Burro
Reporter

One club on campus is focusing on helping the environment by making electrical
vehicles to promote clean
and renewable fuel alternatives.
The University's Motor
Sports Club is a student-run
organization in which students can get hands-on experience with the latest technology and a chance to race
go-karts.
The club has been around
since 1994 and has 20 students on roster.
Anthony Palumbo, adviser of the University's Motor
Sports Club, said getting the
experience of the realitybased program is something
that cannot be learned in the
classroom.
"One thing about motor
sports above all other

ZIMMANN
From Page 1

and actually do anything."
Zimmann is from Holland,
Ohio, and lives on the same
street she grew up on.
Her road to becoming a
professor was different than
most. Zimmann said she had
always wanted to be a pastor, but had to have a bachelor's degree before she could
attend seminary school.
She earned her bachelor's
degree in engineering at the
University of Toledo and then
went to seminary school.
Zimmann is currently a
pastor at Trinity Lutheran
Church in Riga, Mich., and
after earning her doctorate
in rhetoric and writing in
2007 at Bowling Green State
University, she was Iiiic-iI as a
professor in 2008.

"Last year we generated almost
$20,000 of brand new money that did
not come out of students' tuition."
Anthony Palumbo | University's Motor Sports Club Adviser

sports is that it's not only
athletics participating, but
people who can put stuff
together with electronics,"
Palumbo said. "The beauty
of the Motor Sports Club is
that it's open to anybody
with any major because
the motor sports enterprise
can utilize the experience
of all majors."
The organization's program
is funded by members, donations and marketing partners.
"Last year we generated
almost $20,000 of brand new
money that did not come
out of students' tuition,"
Palumbo said. "That money
was used to buy and build

the latest electric vehicle
technology. We have state of
the an technology here and
my students get that experience."
PresidentoftheUniversity's
Motor Sports Club, Spencer
Lee, said the program has
recently converted into more
of an environmental sustainability club.
"Last year was the year
that we converted over to the
electric vehicles," Lee said.
"Before we ran our carts on
gas and ethanol."
Lee said there is a race
called the Electrical Vehicle
Grand Prix in Indianapolis
the week after finals, which

"I come into contact with
a wide range of people with
everything I do," Zimmann
said. "I listen and I listen hard
to what they're saying. I'm in
touch with what people really
need in their lives and what
issues matter most to people."
Zimmann said she has
had previous experience in
holding an elected office.
She has been elected twice
and was the president for
the Northwest Region of
the Ohio School Board
Association in 2011.
Zimmann has five main
reasons ninning for Ohio's
Fifth: accountability, business development, children,
debt reduction and the
elderly.
"I'm raising a lot of issues
with my campaign and they
all can fit into multiple categories," Zimmann said. "It's
easy to remember the issues

because it's five for District
Five and it's the first five letters of the alphabet."
Accountability needs to be
taken by the people in the
district and the politicians,
Zimmann said. For example,
she said that incumbent U.S.
Rep. Bob Latta needs to be
accountable for his voting
record on veterans' issues
where he voted to cut assistance to veterans, such as
providing free and reduced
lunches to the school children
of veterans.
"The veterans were doing
our country a service and the
government should help them
in return," Zimmann said.
The 5th District has seen
several manufacturing jobs
leave the area and Zimmann
said that Latta's response to
losing those jobs was that it
was "inevitable."
/innil.inn s background in

the club plans to complete in.
"What makes us different
from other clubs is that we go
out and actually compete in
races," Lee said.
One member of the Motor
Sports Club, freshman
Joseph Zbasnik, started participating in the club during
fall semester.
"Getting experience with
the electrical technology and
everything that goes into
the design of the cart is awesome," Zbasnik said. "Anyone
can join. I'm learning new
stuff in the club every day
about the club and about how
everything goes together."
Anyone interested in
becoming part of the club
can email Spencer Lee at
lees@bgsu.edu or Anthony
Palumbo at apalumbf"1
bgsu.edu.
The club meets every
Thursday at the Airport from
1-4 p.m.

"The veterans were
doing our country
a service and
the government
should help them
in return"
Angela Zimmann | Candidate

education has led children to
be one of her five main issues
in that she wants to build
stronger education systems
where needed and maintain
the ones already strong.
Her issue with debt reduction also deals with education, as well as needing to take
care of the national debt.
"Student loans are out of
control," Zimmann said. "I've
had students talk about having to decide if they can afford

PHOTO PROVIDED I IHBGNEWS

MEMBERS of the Motor Sports Club pose in front of one of their electric carts.

a book for class or if they will
have to go without eating or
getting gas just so they can
buy books for school."
Zimmann also said she
is running because of her
concern for the elderly. She
said many elderly are worried about cuts in Medicare
and Social Security and she
wants to be sure to protect
their interests.
Sophomore and political
science major Kaitlyn Rider
had Zimmann as a professor this past year. Rider said
she wanted some experience
with the workings behind
a political campaign and
thought Zimmann was a
great person to help.
"With the many different things she does, she can
really relate to a lot of different people because she is
so involved." Rider said. "It's
important for someone just

like you to be in office, so it'll
be good for people in BG to
know someone in D.C. can
relate to them."
Sophomore Merissa Acerbi
also had Zimmann as a professor this past year and
wanted to get involved with
helping her campaign.
"She has such a collective
past, it really makes her stand
out," Acerbi said. "She is also
really easy to understand and
you feel comfortable talking
to her because she talks on
your level whoever you are."
Zimmann said she would
be more than happy to talk
to anyone who has any questions and concerns and they
should feel free to contact her.
i think the people of this
district deserve to be put
first," Zimmann said. "I want
to serve the people and give
the best representation for
this district possible."
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Miller picks up 250th career win as Falcons top EMU
ByMkh*bWy»od<i
Assistant Sports Editor

TVLERSUBIIE
SHANIQUE OGUE BG forward, runs the ball toward the hoop during the Falcons' win agaist EMU

The lead never changed.
The Falcons came out with a three
point shot from lasmine Matthews
in their 70-54 win. and the Eastern
Michigan Eagles were never able to
make up the difference.
Matthews had a busy day; she
managed to score eight points while
guarding the Eagles top player,
Tavelyn James, who was held to 12
points in the first half. 29 overall.
EMU's head coach AnnMarie
Gilbert said James had to work for
every single point she earned.
"IMatthewsl is playing without
fear, she's playing in the style that BG
plays with," she said.
Down from the start, EMU never
found a way to get around the Falcons.
The Falcons had 21 turnovers in
the game, which could have hurt
them immensely, according to associate head coach Jennifer Koos, but
since EMU was not capitalizing on
them, they weren't as concerned.
In the cross-divisional rematch,

BG's Alexis Rogers put on a show.
Reaching her highest career total —
30 points and almost earning another
double-double with nine rebounds, her
confidence was apparent, Roos said.
Both Gilbert and Roos agreed that
Rogers was phenomenal in her play.
"The way our team responded
every time she made a bucket, the
way she responded when other people on our team made a bucket... I
really felt that the crowd could tell
that this team was growing together
and it stemmed from Alexis Rogers'
play today," Roos said.
Wliile the Eagles managed to tie up
the game with a pair of free throws
three minutes in, that was the closest
they got to the Falcons' game.
BG led at the half 41-25.
Gilbert said they usually like to hold
their opponents to 25 first-half points
and just the opposite happened.
"Everything to me that is characteristic of a championship team, [BG]
displayed," Gilbert said.
The 2539 people in attendance, the
largest crowd for the women's team in
the Stroh, let presence be felt.

Rogers said the crowd always gets
the team pumped up, especially the
student section.
In the second half, BG hit a six-minute stalemate, allowing the Eagles to
catch up. EM U had impressive bench
performers at that time that helped
bring them back in the game.
Rogers said they saw the lead they
had and let down on defense.
"In that six-minute stretch we really played to their fast tempo game
rather than our own tempo," she said.
Once the Falcons got their momentum back, it became a fouling frenzy.
The majority of the last 10 minutes
were spent at the line.
BG shot a respectable 51 percent
from the field, compared to EMU'S
27.3 percent effort.
In the Final minutes, BG took out
all their starters and let an all bench
squad finish the game — Allison
Papenfuss, Noelle Yoder, Logan
Pastor, Deborah lloekstra and (ill
Stein.
See WOMEN'S | Page 7

BG tennis wins first
dual meet of season
ByNat.Doolici
Reporter

"With the first duel
match there were

The BG tennis team took command of its First dual match in
respect to a 5-2 victory at Duquesne
University Saturday.
"With the First dual match there
were positive things as well as some
areas I felt we can work on," said
coach Penny Dean.
The team started a little frazzled
but settled down after the first few
games in their matches.
"The first match always brings
added tension in getting into
rhythm and is something minor
we need to pay attention to in
getting into tempo early, but not
as so much worry about it," Dean
said. "A small thing is that we just
need to turn up our aggressiveness and sharpness in our game
on the doubles side."
On the singles side, the Falcons
racked up victories with sophomore
Nikki Chiricosta winning 6-3, 6-2,
sophomore Emily Reuland easily surpassing her opponent 6-0,6-1,
junior Mary Hill taking control 6-4,
6-3 and senior Jessica Easdale finishing strong with a 6-3,6-0 victory.
Juniors Maddy Eccleston and
Katie Grubb fought hard in their first
matches but fell in the tiebreaker
7-6 (4), putting up a valuable effort
against their opponents.
The doubles side got the point for

positive things as well
as some areas I felt we
can work on."
Penny Dean | BG Coach

the Falcons by way of Ghiricosta/
Hill and Eccleston/Johnson both
cruising to an 8-3 victory. Grubb/
Reuland was barely edged out by a
9-8 (4) score forcing the tiebreaker.
"I really wanted to give a shoutout to Jessica Easdale as her match
against Tara Majdalani, who is a
Perrysburg native, may have possibly been one of the best matches I
have ever seen her play," Dean said.
"1 am really encouraged by Jessica's
effort in that match as we haven't
beat Majdalani until this point."
Majdalani recorded a pair of 8-0
doubles victories at the 2011 Atlantic
10 Championship and has seen her
fair share of success.
The Falcons' next match will
be at the University of Cincinnati
Friday night against the Bearcats.
UC dropped their season opener
Saturday at No. 20 Notre Dame,
falling hard 7-0. The last time the
Falcons met up with the Bearcats,
they captured a 5-2 team victory
and look to repeat once more.

BG track has limited success at
University of Michigan meet
By Alex Krtmpasky

Janelle
Campbell
Won the triple
jump event forth.

Reporter

The Falcons had a tough meet
at the University of Michigan
on Saturday.
No team points were kept during
the meet and only one BG athlete
won an event in Ann Arbor.
Junior Janelle Campbell won the
triple jump, defeating the other two
competitors by nearly one meter.
Junior Jeanette Pettigrew finished third in the 60-meter dash,
finishing only to a runner not associated with any school who placed
second and the winner, who ran for

Falcons

Adidas. Senior Ashley Harris fin
ished third in the weight throw and
fourth in the shot put, losing only to
Michigan athletes in both events.
BG will be hosting two track and
field events this weekend, the Tom
Wright Classic, which starts at 5
p.m. on Friday, and the Sid Sink
Open, which starts at 10 a.m. on
Saturday.

BYRON MACK

Coming up short
Calhoun's 29 points not enough as Falcons fall to Buffalo, 68-66
ByNkkM.rlow
Reporter

Down two points with Five seconds
remaining in a contest with Buffalo
Saturday afternoon at the Stroh
Center, BG's Jordan Crawford caught
an outlet pass from A'uston Calhoun
and fleeted the length of the court.
To the Falcons' dismay, the Bulls'
Jordan Watt would block Crawford's
game-tying layup attempt as time
expired, handing BG (8-10, 2-3) its
second straight one-possession loss
at home, 68-66.
The setback came despite a dominating 29-point effort from Calhoun,
who had his way with the Bulls' big
men underneath all afternoon.
It didn't seem to matter what
Buffalo tried with Calhoun defensively. As he started heating up
underneath, the Bulls made an
effort to keep him from receiving
feeds deep in the paint, to which
the forward responded by knocking
down mid-range jumpers or putting
moves on Buffalo defenders to get
to the tin.
Calhoun was the team's only con-

stant on offense and also led the
team with eight rebounds.
"A'uston had a big night and we
went to him." said coach Louis Orr.
"We rode him. Down the stretch that
was the plan and we had chances,
but just came up short."
Orr knew the key to victory was
to win the rebounding battle and
defend the three, as Buffalo entered
the game heading the Mid-American
Conference in rebounding and with
the league's most prolific three-point
shooter in Zach Filzen at just under
three per game.
After Buffalo jumped to a quick
6-0 lead by way of three dunks
from Watt, Javon McCrea and Jarod
Oldham, Orr switched from mandefense to a 2-3 zone; putting an
extra man underneath to contain
Watt and McCrea and help Black and
Calhoun on the boards.
The switch worked for the remainder of the half, as BG bested Buffalo
22-16 on the glass and Filzen was an
ice-cold 0-for-6 from behind the arc
— the rest of team l-for-4.
Filzen Finished with zero points.
However, the early success did
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Falcons fall at Buffalo
Emily Waller won three events, while Vicky
Yu won two, but it was not enough as the
Falcons fell to Buffalo, 146-123. The Falcons
take on Youngstown State this weekend.

Falcons split weekend
series with Alaska
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A'USTON CALHOUN BG forward, throws down a dunk during BG's 68-66 loss to Buffalo on Saturday night

not prevail.
McCrea came out in the second
half not to be denied on the glass,
recording eight rebounds — five
offensive — and nine points.
"I know McCrea and I know he's
a multiple-effort guy," Orr said. "If
he misses a shot and you don't block
him out, he's going to get it again."
McCrea finished with 16 points
and 13 boards.
Further, the Bulls began to expose
BG's zone with myriad triples.
Buffalo would go 8-for-I0 from
three-point land after the break
paced by three from Dave Barnett.
Bamett's First, which connected with
the nylon from about 25 -feet away,
sparked an 18-7 run which put the
Bulls up 61-53 with 5:29 left.
Orr was essentially forced to pick
his poison and would hold strong to
the zone as a means of maintaining
McCrea and Watt underneath.
"They (the eight three-pointers)
came against the zone," Calhoun
said. "We were so focused on their
See MEN'S | Page 7
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Miller picks up 250th career win as Falcons top EMU
ByMkh.WWy.odci
Assistant Sports Editor

TYLERSUBILE

TMI BT.WIV,

SHANIQUE OGIE BG lorward. runs the ball toward the hoop dunng the Falcons' win agaist EMU

The lead never changed.
The Falcons came out with a three
point shot from Jasmine Matthews
in their 70-54 win. and the Eastern
Michigan Eagles were never able to
make up the difference.
Matthews had a busy day; she
managed to score eight points while
guarding the Eagles lop player,
Taveh/n lames, who was held to 12
points in the first half, 29 overall.
EMU's head coach AnnMarie
Gilbert said lames had to work for
every single point she earned.
"|Matthews| is playing without
fear, she's playing in the style that BG
plays with, "she said.
Down from the start, EMU never
foundawaytogetaroundthe Falcons.
The Falcons had 21 turnovers in
the game, which could have hurt
them immensely, according to associate head coach Jennifer Koos, but
since EMU was not capitalizing on
them, they weren't as concerned.
In the cross-divisional rematch,

BG's Alexis Rogers put on a show.
Reaching her highest career total —
30 points and almost earning another
double-double with nine rebounds, her
confidence was apparent, Roos said.
Both Gilbert and Roos agreed that
Rogers was phenomenal in her play.
"The way our team responded
every time she made a bucket, the
way she responded when other people on our team made a bucket... 1
really felt that the crowd could tell
that this team was growing together
and it stemmed from Alexis Rogers'
play today," Roos said.
While the Eagles managed to tie up
the game with a pair of free throws
three minutes in, (hat was the closest
they got to the Falcons' game.
BG led at the half 41-25.
Gilbert said they usually like to hold
their opponents to 25 first-half points
and just the opposite happened.
"Everything to me that is characteristic of a championship team, |BG]
displayed," Gilbert said.
The 2539 people in attendance, the
largest crowd for the women's team in
the Stroh. let presence be felt.

Rogers said the crowd always gets
the team pumped up, especially the
student section.
In the second half, BG hit a six-minute stalemate, allowing the liagles to
catch up. EMU had impressive bench
performers at that time that helped
bring them back in the game.
Rogers said they saw the lead they
had and let down on defense.
"In that six-minute stretch we really played to their fast tempo game
rather than our own tempo," she said.
Once the Falcons got their momentum back, it became a fouling frenzy.
The majority of the last 10 minutes
were spent at the line.
BG shot a respectable 51 percent
from the field, compared to EMU's
27.3 percent effort.
In the final minutes. BG took out
all their starters and let an all bench
squad finish the game — Allison
Papenfuss, Noelle Yoder. Logan
Pastor, Deborah lloekstra and Jill
Stein.
See WOMEN'S | Page 7

BG tennis wins first
dual meet of season
By Nat. Doolie.
Reporter

"With the first duel
match there were

The BG tennis team took command of its first dual match in
respect to a 5 -2 victory at Duquesne
University Saturday.
"With the first dual match there
were positive things as well as some
areas I felt we can work on," said
coach Penny Dean.
The team started a little frazzled
but settled down after the first few
games in their matches.
"The first match always brings
added tension in getting into
rhythm and is something minor
we need to pay attention to in
getting into tempo early, but not
as so much worry about it," Dean
said. "A small thing is that we just
need to turn up our aggressiveness and sharpness in our game
on the doubles side."
On the singles side, the Falcons
racked up victories with sophomore
Nikki Chiricosta winning 6-3, 6-2,
sophomore Emily Reuland easily surpassing her opponent 6-0,6-1,
junior Mary Hill taking control 6-4,
6-3 and senior lessica Easdale finishing strong with a 6-3,6-0 victory.
luniors Maddy Ecclcston and
Katie Grubb fought hard in their first
matches but fell in the tiebreaker
7-6 (4), putting up a valuable effort
against their opponents.
The doubles side got the point for

positive things as well
as some areas I felt we
can work on."
Penny Dean | BG Coach

the Falcons by way of Chiricosta/
Hill and Eccleston/Johnson both
cruising to an 8-3 victory. Grubb/
Reuland was barely edged out by a
9-8 (4) score forcing the tiebreaker.
"I really wanted to give a shoutout to Jessica Easdale as her match
against Tara Majdalani, who is a
Perrysburg native, may have possibly been one of the best matches I
have ever seen her play," Dean said.
"I am really encouraged by Jessica's
effort in that match as we haven't
beat Majdalani until this point."
Majdalani recorded a pair of 8-0
doubles victories at the 2011 Atlantic
10 Championship and has seen her
fair share of success.
The Falcons' next match will
be at the University of Cincinnati
Friday night against the Bearcats.
UC dropped their season opener
Saturday at No. 20 Notre Dame,
falling hard 7-0. The last time the
Falcons met up with the Bearcats,
they captured a 5-2 team victory
and look to repeat once more.

BG track has limited success at
University of Michigan meet
By Al.x Kr.mp.»ky
Reporter

The Falcons had a tough meet
at the University of Michigan
on Saturday.
No team points were kept during
the meet and only one BG athlete
won an event in Ann Arbor.
Junior Janelle Campbell won the
triple jump, defeating the other two
competitors by nearly one meter.
Junior Jeanette Pettigrew finished third in the 60-meter dash,
finishing only to a runner not associated with any school who placed
second and the winner, who ran for
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Janelle
Campbell
Won the triple
jump event forth
Falcons

Adidas. Senior Ashley Harris fin
ished third in the weight throw and
fourth in the shot put, losing only to
Michigan athletes in both events.
BG will be hosting two track and
field events this weekend, the Tom
Wright Classic, which starts at 5
p.m. on Friday, and the Sid Sink
Open, which starts at 10 a.m. on
Saturday.

A'USTON CALHOUN BG (orward. throws down a dunl during BG's 68-66 loss to Buffalo on Saturday night

Coming up short
Calhoun's 29 points not enough as Falcons fall to Buffalo, 68-66
ByNkkMariow
Reporter

Down two points with five seconds
remaining in a contest with Buffalo
Saturday afternoon at the Stroh
Center, BG's Jordan Crawford caught
an outlet pass from A'uston Calhoun
and fleeted the length of the court.
To the Falcons' dismay, the Bulls'
Jordan Watt would block Crawford's
game-tying layup attempt as time
expired, handing BG (8-10, 2-3) its
second straight one-possession loss
at home, 68-66.
The setback came despite a dominating 29-point effort from Calhoun,
who had his way with the Bulls' big
men underneath all afternoon.
It didn't seem to matter what
Buffalo tried with Calhoun defensively. As he started heating up
underneath, the Bulls made an
effort to keep him from receiving
feeds deep in the paint, to which
the forward responded by knocking
down mid-range jumpers or putting
moves on Buffalo defenders to get
to the tin.
Calhoun was the team's only con-

stant on offense and also led the
team with eight rebounds.
"A'uston had a big night and we
went to him," said coach Louis Orr.
"We rode him. Down the stretch that
was the plan and we had chances,
but just came up short."
Orr knew the key to victory was
to win the rebounding battle and
defend the three, as Buffalo entered
the ga me heading the Mid-American
Conference in rebounding and with
the league's most prolific three-point
shooter in Zach Filzen at just under
three per game.
After Buffalo jumped to a quick
6-0 lead by way of three dunks
from Watt, Javon McCrea and Jarod
Oklham, Orr switched from mandefense to a 2-3 zone; putting an
extra man underneath to contain
Watt and McCrea and help Black and
Calhoun on the boards.
The switch worked for the remainder of the half, as BG bested Buffalo
22-16 on the glass and Filzen was an
ice-cold 0-for-6 from behind the arc
— the rest of team l-for-4.
Filzen finished with zero points.
However, the early success did
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Falcons fall at Buffalo
Emily Waller won three events, while Vicky
Yu won two, but it was not enough as the
Falcons fell to Buffalo, 146-123. The Falcons
take on Youngstown State this weekend.

Falcons split weekend
series with Alaska
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not prevail.
McCrea came out in the second
half not to be denied on the glass,
recording eight rebounds — five
offensive — and nine points.
"I know McCrea and 1 know he's
a multiple-effort guy," Orr said. "If
he misses a shot and you don't block
him out, he's going to get it again."
McCrea finished with 16 points
and 13 boards.
Further, the Hulls began to expose
BG's zone with myriad triples.
Buffalo would go 8-for-10 from
three-point land after the break
paced by three from Dave Barnett.
Barnett's first, which connected with
the nylon from about 25-feet away,
sparked an 18-7 run which put the
Bulls up 61-53 with 5:29 left.
Orr was essentially forced to pick
his poison and would hold strong to
the zone as a means of maintaining
McCrea and Watt underneath.
"They (the eight three-pointers)
came against the zone." Calhoun
said. "We were so focused on their
See MEN'S | Page 7
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What club would you start on campus?

THE REAL WORLD

44 MAN,
THAT REALLY

BUSTS MY
BROMANCE
THEBGNEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
This is the third week of school and we. as students,
shouldn't be so stessed out just yet. I believe some
professors think their students are only taking one class.
And that one class just so happens to be that professor's.
-SETTLE DOWN PROFS
To my ex. stop texting me every weekend when you're
drunk. I'm catching on to your game plan. Oh. and just so
you know. I deleted your number from my phone, that's
why I always ask who you are. Also. I don't think your
boyfriend would like it very much if he knew you were
texting me.
■-EXES AND !!s
■ •
—\

UYtORWHJCES'in: n'.v

Coach's legacy blurred by scandal

■

This goes out to all my bros. I don't mind partying at my
house. I don't even mind feeding you. but please chip
in every once in a while. At the very least, just fold the
blankets that I gave you. I'm running low on cash flow
and patience.
-BRO-PAINS
To the waiter who was assigend to my table this weekend, everyone has a bad day, but sighing and throwing a
temper tantrum whenever I ask you for service isn't going
to make it better. I had to ask you for water three times,
and you're the one rolling your eyes? You're lucky you got
a decent tip.
-IMPATIENT WAIT-ER

High book prices
can deter reading
M^. I JAMES
' "W PFUMDSIEIN

' IFFACULTYCOIUMNISI

"Excuse me while I go
through your wallet here
and take a huge chunk of
money. Thanks!"
This never happens, right?
No one says "excuse me" or
"Thanks!" when they're taking money from you. The
taking, though, that happens all the time.
One of the worst scams that
college students endure is the
textbook scam. Large numbers
of college texts are insanely
uvi'rpricrdloi the benefits they
could possibly grant.

It's easy to see how this
would happen. The most
obvious control on an
object's price in the marketplace simply doesn't apply
to college textbooks. I'm
talking about supply and
demand.
If something just costs too
unspeakably much, a consumer will find some way
to do without it or get it by
some other means. If the
seller wants to sell the thing,
he's got to price it somewhere near what consumers
will accept.
But that doesn't work with
textbooks. The guys who
order textbooks and require
See JAMES | Page 6
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The world went to sleep
two nights ago amidst false
reports that former Perm
State University coach Joe
Paterno had succumbed to
lung cancer.
When it woke up the following rncniing. the ringing bells
came again, this time to stay.
The news media, particularly sportscasters, were
put in the difficult spot of
attempting to honor the life
and legacy of a man who
had coached 409 victories,
24 bowl championships and
two national championships,
while not portraying themselves as child molestation

sympathizers.
To be fair, Paterno was not
a child molester. He didn't do
anything.
He didn't do anything.
The fact remains that
Joseph Vincent Paterno was a
great coach of football
And that is where praise is
due. One sentence worth.
But that sentence is followed by an existing case
study in power, moral and
lack of priorities.
That sentence is followed by
an everlasting legacy of a man
who could win a football game
but couldn't do the right thing
when the clock hit zero.
That sentence is followed
by the belief that making
hundreds of thousands cheer
foj the home team, knowing
what play to call and protecting the careers of his good 'ol
boys made up for any pos-

sible injustice.
I won't be the one who writes
Joseph Vincent Patemo's biography. I don't envy the editorial decisions of the person
who will
But if that biography gives
the Perm State scandal a postscript to Patemo's athletic conquests rather than the other
way around, it's a shame.
If mat biography gives the
Perm State scandal a postscript to Patemo's decades of
instilling the morals of integrity and honor on and off the
held, it's a shame.
If that biography features
only the perspectives of those
who played for him, worked
with him, or cheered for him,
then we the people won't have
learned anything from the
Perm State scandal.
Paterno was a man who did
or perhaps didn't do, what he

needed to do to protect the
career of a fellow coach.
And if in that biography
the news media, and the
American people, write a
Penn State scandal postscript to everything—the
wins, the championships, the
glory—then all we are doing
is attempting to protect the
career of a former coach.
And thus, we would be
guilty of the same inaction as
Paterno.
Joseph Vincent Paterno is
not a villain. He's not a tragic
hero. He didn't do anything.
He didn't do anything.
What one doesn't do is often
more important than what he
did And that lesson deserves
more than a postscript.

Respond to Tiller or
OKnews@bgnews.com

Take profiting out of prison system

Speaking against current drug laws during this
past Monday's Republican
debate, Ron Paul said,
"Sometimes people can use
drugs and [get] arrested
three times and never commit a violent act, and they
can go to prison for life."

AUSSA WIDMAN. MANAGING EDITOR
MAX F1BY, NEWS EDITOR
LAUREN POFF, WEB EDITOR
KATIE DOtCUTO, DESIGN EDITOR
BYRON MACK.PHOTO EDITOR

Paul went on to highlight the absurdity, saying,
"And yet, we see times just
recently ... where actually
murderers get out of prison
in shorter periods of time."
Rick Saini mim also gave
voice to the widely perceived notion that the legal
system needs some revision.
While they should be given
credit for bringing up symptoms of our ailing criminal
justice system, it would have
been better if they mentioned
what may be one of the main

STEPHAN REED, FORUM EDITOR
DAMAE KING. PULSE EDITOR
BOBBY WAD01E, IN FOCUS EDITOR
ALEX ALUSHEFF. SOCIAL MEDIA EDITOR

One extreme example of
this would be a case that the
New York Times reported on
in February 2009.
As the Times reported, a
Pennsylvania judge was
found to have been bribed by
a private prison company to
give harsher than usual penalties to juveniles so that the
company could profit.
There are other cases that,
while not illegal like buying
SeeMATHEW|Page6

THE BG NEWS SUBMISSION POLICY
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
general to be fewer than 500 words.
These are usually in response to a current issue on the University's campus Of
the Bowkng Green area

RYAN SATKOWIAK, SPORTS EDITOR
SUZANNAAMDERS0N.C0PY CHIEF

causes of the sickness - the
privatization of prison.
With private companies
controlling much of the
prison industry, there is
an incentive to incarcerating people.
And this incentive can act
against a just legal system, as
the goal of maintaining the
fairest system possible can
get in the way of the corporate goal to lock up as many
people as possible for as long
as possible, to acquire as
much profit as possible.

GUEST COLUMNS are genera*, Ion
ger pieces between 400 and 700 wordi
These are usually also in response to a
current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area. Two submisstons per month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor and
Guest Columns are printed as space on
the Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest Columns
may be pubfched online. Name, year
and phone number shoukl be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or anonymous submissions wd not be printed
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenew»*bonews.com

with the subject line marked "Letter to
the Editor" or "Guest Column.' Al submissions are subject to review and edrting for length and clarity before printing
The editor may change the headlnes to
submitted columns and letters at his or
her discretion

Opinion columns do not necessanfy
rtfkd me wew of 71* •* Men*.
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Miller picks up 250th career win as Falcons top EMU
ByMkfeWWyiodd
Assistant Sports Editor

mm STABILE I THfBGNfWS
SHANIQUE OGLE. BG forward, runs the ball toward the hoop during the Falcons' win agaist EMU

The lead never changed.
The Falcons came out with a three
point shot from Jasmine Matthews
in their 70-54 win, and the Eastern
Michigan Eagles were never able to
make up the difference.
Matthews had a busy day; she
managed to score eight points while
guarding the Eagles top player,
Taveh/n James, who was held to 12
points in the first half, 29 overall.
EMU's head coach AnnMarie
Gilbert said James had to work for
every single point she earned.
"IMatthews] is playing without
fear, she's playing in the style that BG
plays with," she said
Down from the start, EMU never
found a way to get around the Falcons.
The Falcons had 21 turnovers in
the game, which could have hurt
them immensely, according to associate head coach Jennifer Roos, but
since EMU was not capitalizing on
them, they weren't as concerned.
In the cross-divisional rematch,

BG tennis wins first
dual meet of season
ByN.t.Doolin
Reporter

BG's Alexis Rogers put on a show.
Reaching her highest career total —
30 points and almost earning another
double-double with nine rebounds, her
confidence was apparent Roos said.
Both Gilbert and Roos agreed that
Rogers was phenomenal in her play.
"The way our team responded
every time she made a bucket the
way she responded when other people on our team made a bucket... I
realty Iiit that the crowd could tell
that this team was growing together
and it stemmed from Alexis Rogers'
play today," Roos said.
While the Eagles managed to tie up
the game with a pair of free throws
three minutes in, that was the closest
they got to the Falcons' game.
BG led at the half 41-25.

Gilbert said they usually like to hold
their opponents to 25 first-half points
and just the opposite happened.
"Everything to me that is characteristic of a championship team, |BG)
displayed," Gilbert said.
The 2539 people in attendance, the
largest crowd for the women's team in
the Stroh, let presence be felt.

Rogers said the crowd always gets
the team pumped up, especially the
student section.
In the second half, BGhitasix-minute stalemate, allowing the Eagles to
catch up. EMU had impressive bench
performers at that time that helped
bring them back in the game.
Rogers said they saw the lead they
had and let down on defense.
"In that six-minute stretch we really played to their fast tempo game
rather than our own tempo," she said.
Once the Falcons got their momentum back, it became a fouling frenzy.
The majority of the last 10 minutes
were spent at the line.
BG shot a respectable 51 percent
from the field, compared to EMU's
27.3 percent effort.
In the final minutes, BG took out
all their starters and let an all bench
squad finish the game — Allison
Papenfuss, Noelle Yoder, Logan
Pastor, Deborah Uoekstra and Jill
Stein.
See WOMEN'S | Page 7
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"With the first duel
match there were

The BG tennis team took command of its first dual match in
respect to a 5 -2 victory at Duquesne
University Saturday.
"With the first dual match there
were positive things as well as some
areas I felt we can work on," said
coach Penny Dean.
The team started a little frazzled
but settled down after the first few
games in their matches.
"The first match always brings
added tension in getting into
rhythm and is something minor
we need to pay attention to in
getting into tempo early, but not
as so much worry about it," Dean
said. "A small thing is that we just
need to turn up our aggressiveness and sharpness in our game
on the doubles side."
On the singles side, the Falcons
racked up victories with sophomore
Nikki Chiricosta winning 6-3, 6-2,
sophomore Emily Reuland easily surpassing her opponent 6-0,6-1,
junior Mary Hill taking control 6-4,
6-3 and senior Jessica Easdale finishing strong with a 6-3,6-0 victory.
Juniors Maddy Eccleston and
Katie Grubb fought hard in their first
matches but fell in the tiebreaker
7-6 (4), putting up a valuable effort
against their opponents.
The doubles side got the point for

positive things as well
as some areas I felt we
can work on."
Penny Dean | BG Coach

the Falcons by way of Ghiricosta/
Hill and Eccleston/Johnson both
cruising to an 8-3 victory. Grubb/
Reuland was barely edged out by a
9-8 (4) score forcing the tiebreaker.
"I really wanted to give a shoutout to Jessica Easdale as her match
against Tara Majdalani, who is a
Perrysburg native, may have possibly been one of the best matches I
have ever seen her play," Dean said.
"I am really encouraged by Jessica's
effort in that match as we haven't
beat Majdalani until this point."
Majdalani recorded a pair of 8-0
doubles victories at the 2011 Atlantic
10 Championship and has seen her
fair share of success.
The Falcons' next match will
be at the University of Cincinnati
Friday night against the Bearcats.
UC dropped their season opener
Saturday at No. 20 Notre Dame,
falling hard 7-0. The last time the
Falcons met up with the Bearcats,
they captured a 5-2 team victory
and look to repeat once more.

BG track has limited success at
University of Michigan meet
By AUx Kr«mp»iky
Reporter

The Falcons had a tough meet
at the University of Michigan
on Saturday.
No team points were kept during
the meet and only one BG athlete
won an event in Ann Arbor.
Junior JaneJle Campbell won the
triple jump, defeating the other two
competitors by nearly one meter.
Junior Jeanette Pettigrew finished third in the 60-meter dash,
finishing only to a runner not associated with any school who placed
second and the winner, who ran for
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Janelle
Campbell
Won the triple
jump event for th.
Falcons

Adidas. Senior Ashley Harris fin
ished third in the weight throw and
fourth in the shot put losing only to
Michigan athletes in both events.
BG will be hosting two track and
field events this weekend, the Tom
Wright Classic, which starts at 5
pjn. on Friday, and the Sid Sink
Open, which starts at 10 a.m. on
Saturday.
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A'USTON CALHOUN BG forward, throws down adunl dunng BG's 68-66 loss to Buffalo on Saturday night

Coming up short
Calhoun's 29 points not enough as Falcons fall to Buffalo, 68-66
By Nick Marrow
Reporter

Down two points with five seconds
remaining in a contest with Buffalo
Saturday afternoon at the Stroh
Center, BG's Jordan Crawford caught
an outlet pass from A'uston Calhoun
and fleeted the length of the court
To the Falcons' dismay, the Bulls'
Jordan Watt would block Crawford's
game-tying layup attempt as time
expired, handing BG (8-10, 2-3) its
second straight one-possession loss
at home, 68-66.
The setback came despite a dominating 29-point effort from Calhoun,
who had his way with the Bulls' big
men underneath all afternoon.
It didn't seem to matter what
Buffalo tried with Calhoun defensively. As he started heating up
underneath, the Bulls made an
effort to keep him from receiving
feeds deep in the paint, to which
the forward responded by knocking
down mid-range jumpers or putting
moves on Buffalo defenders to get
to the tin.
Calhoun was the team's only con-

stant on offense and also led the
team with eight rebounds.
"A'uston had a big night and we
went to him." said coach Louis On.
"We rode him. Down the stretch that
was the plan and we had chances,
but just came up short."
Orr knew the key to victory was
to win the rebounding battle and
defend the three, as Buffalo entered
the game heading the Mid-American
Conference in rebounding and with
the league's most prolific three-point
shooter in Zacli Filzen at just under
three per game.
After Buffalo jumped to a quick
6-0 lead by way of three dunks
from Watt, Javon McCrea and Jarod
(Mdham, Orr switched from mandefense to a 2-3 zone; putting an
extra man underneath to contain
Watt and McCrea and help Black and
Calhoun on the boards.
The switch worked for the remainder of the half, as BG bested Buffalo
22-16 on the glass and Filzen was an
ice-cold 0-for-6 from behind the arc
— the rest of team l-for-4.
Filzen finished with zero points.
However, the early success did

SWIMMING
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Falcons fall at Buffalo
Emily Waller won three events, while Vicky
Yu won two, but it was not enough as the
Falcons fell to Buffalo, 146-123. The Falcons
take on Youngstown State this weekend.

Falcons split weekend
series with Alaska
For a recap of the games see
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not prevail.
McCrea came out in the second
half not to be denied on the glass,
recording eight rebounds — five
offensive — and nine points.
"I know McCrea and I know he's
a multiple-effort guy," Orr said. "If
he misses a shot and you don't block
him out, he's going to get it again."
McCrea finished with 16 points
and 13 boards.
Further, the Bulls began to expose
BG's zone with myriad triples.
Buffalo would go 8-for-10 from
three-point land after the break
paced by three from Dave Bamett.
Bamett's first, which connected with
the nylon from about 25-feet away,
sparked an 18-7 run which put the
Bulls up 61-53 with 5:29 left.
Orr was essentially forced to pick
his poison and would hold strong to
the zone as a means of maintaining
McCrea and Watt underneath.
"They (the eight three-pointers)
came against the zone," Calhoun
said. "We were so focused on their
See MEN'S | Page 7
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Campus highlighted by
civil pride, kindness
As we walked along some
side streets, the cleaning crews
were still at work. Remember
this was New Year's Day.
Within a few days, the
entire party site was literally
well scrubbed, the stage in
The day after Christmas, my front of the Brandenburg Gate
cousin and I embarked on disassembled, and the beer
our second annual European and food tents had vanished.
Berlin was a city that came
vacation. We spent three
days in Amsterdam and into prominence in the 18th
century, enjoyed being a
seven in Berlin.
We were present on New European cultural center
Year's Eve at the Brandenburg until the 1930s, went through
Gate, complete with a stage, the hell of National Socialism,
music and light show and was divided after World War
what was billed as Europe's II and the western portion of
the city was walled in for more
largest fireworks show.
Along with nearly one mil- than 25 years.
To say that Berliners are a
lion other people of every age,
resilient people is an underwe had a great time.
There was a fair amount statement. Everywhere I
of beer and champagne con- went, there were signs of
sumption, but I can honestly rebuilding and rehabilitating
state that I didn't see anyone the East Berlin district, and
drunk or witness any fights or even talk of rebuilding a palace that was totally destroyed
other unpleasantness.
The police were out in force in World Warn.
Berliners seem to have a
and occasionally we heard the
great amount of civic pride.
sound of an ambulance.
Most of the downtown The trains, buses and subways
streets were blocked off to run on time, and everything
traffic and a lot of fireworks seems clean and orderly. On
were being set off. After the the last night we were there,
magic hour of midnight had I saw several city workers in
come and gone and we retired reflective red vests emptyto our hotel, we noted the rem- ing trash cans into a garbage
nants of fireworks and some truck.
It was 8 p.m. Perhaps the
broken glass in the streets.
Most of the empty glass bot- city sanitation department
tles were stacked near over- works two shifts.
Certainly not every part of
flowing trash containers.
The next morning we went the city is in this condition;
out to do some walking and Berlin has more than two
million people and no doubt
couldn't believe our eyes.
The Friedrichstrasse, a has the problems associated
main street where our hotel with any city of that size.
was located, was thoroughly Nonetheless, there is a pride of
clean. No bottles, broken glass place that s intangible yet real.
This civic pride, this pride of
or litter, no overflowing trash
bins, no reminders of the pre- place, is not limited to Berlin.
We have only to look at our
vious night's frivolity.

"This environment
of friendliness and
order, this pride of
place, is something
to be treasured
and encouraged."
own campus. Not only is there
an absence of litter, but there
are also very few instances of
graffiti.
There are buildings whose
heating system is faulty. Yet
there are plans for repairs,
renovations or replacements.
This pride of place also
translates into action. People
hold doors open for one
another.
There's seldom a time
when I cross campus when
someone doesn't call my
name. We can and do disagree with one another, yet
it seems to be in a respectful,
thoughtful manner.
There is a definite spirit
here. I noticed it the first time
1 arrive here more than eight
years ago, and it hasn't disappeared. Even when Sarah
Palin spoke at Anderson
Arena, I noted that the demonstrators as being opinionated, yet cordial.
Certainly, BGSU is not perfect. But, it's well worth building on what we have to make
it better.
This environment of friendliness and order, this pride of
place, is something to be treasured and encouraged.
There's too little of it in the
world.

Respond to Phil at
thenews@bgnews.com
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off a judge, are potentially
even more damaging to the
maintenance of a just system.
These would be the acts of
lobbying and the contribution political donations that
companies engage in to promote policies that increase
incarceration rates.
One example would be
a case that National Public
Radio reported on in 2010, in
which "thirty of the 36 cosponsors [of Arizona Senate
Bill 10701 received donations ... from prison lobbyists or prison companies —
Corrections Corporation of
America, Management and
Training Corporation and
The Geo Group."
NPR highlighted the corporate interest, saying, "The law
could send hundreds of thousands of illegal immigrants
to prison in a way never done
before. And it could mean
hundreds of millions of dollars in profits to private prison companies responsible for
housing them."
Many have pointed out
that the law was extreme, and
would likely do more harm
than good, but that doesn't
seem to matter to some private companies as they help
their bottom line.
And if their donations don't
make their intentions clear,
then you should consider the

JAMES
From Page 4
students to buy them don't
have to pay for the things
themselves. Those guys (and
I'm one of them) get their
books for free, and may even
be surprised at how much
students have to pay.
It's a constant gripe of college teachers that college students frequently don't read
assigned texts, and there's
something to that.
1 can't tell you how many
times I've been talking with
a student about the subject
matter of a course, and I say
something like, "All that is
covered in chapter 13 of The
Required Text," and the student replies, "Oh, 1 don't have
the book. Can't you take several hours out of your day to
tell me what it says?" And I
say, "Arrrgh," or the semantic
equivalent.
This is a problem. But it's
a problem with more than
one cause. Some people just
don't like to read. (Not you,
because you're reading this,
but the person sitting next to
you spilling their fries on your
newspaper or your laptop:
maybe that guy.)
Some people don't mind
reading, but they always skate
through doing as little as possible, even if they create more
work for other people. (Those
people drive me nuts because

Correction Corporation of
America's (CCA) 2010 Annual
Report on Form 10-K, which
outlined their interest in
harsh laws and sentencing, as
the following excerpt shows:
"The demand for our
facilities and services could
be adversely affected by the
relaxation of enforcement
efforts, leniency in conviction or parole standards
and sentencing practices or
through the decriminalization of certain activities that
are currently proscribed by
our criminal laws."
For those that may want
to create less draconian drug
and immigration law, the
CCA would seem to be an
obstacle, as its report went
on to state, "For instance,
any changes with respect to
drugs and controlled substances or illegal immigration could affect the number
of persons arrested, convicted, and sentenced, thereby
potentially reducing demand
for correctional facilities to
house them."
To be clear, the CCA is not
alone in such rationalizations,
other profit-driven corporations involved in the prison
system also have a vested
interest in the strictest of laws
for the greatest returns for
their stakeholders.
And as long as they profit
from it, it is highly probable
that they will continue to use
their deep pockets to maintain their interest.

Therefore, any plan to
reform our criminal justice
system - such as ending
harsh sentencing of nonviolent offenders - would
need to start by taking the
profit motive out of prisons
by turning them completely
over to the government.
Now, before I am accused
of being against capitalism,
let me point out that the
privatization of most services
seems generally beneficial to
society.
The profit motive and other
business models in privatized
sectors seem to ultimately aid
in promoting the public good,
as outlined in Adam Smith's
foundational writing of 1776,
"The Wealth of Nations," and
many scholarly writings and
studies since then.
But, as outlined by many
capitalist scholars and economists, including Adam
Smith, there are some areas
that should never be privatized and should firmly be in
government control.
I would argue that prisons
are one such area that privatization is harmful to society.
By taking out the profit
motive, laws and practices
that create higher than needed incarceration rates would
no longer be seen as dollar
signs to be sought after, but
as problems to be solved.

I myself am always trying to
skate through doing as little
as possible.)
But one cause is certainly
the exorbitant, sometimes
extortionate, cost of textbooks themselves. In my
own field (Latin, in case you
were wondering) an introductory course might cost as
much as $300 or more. Those
are only US dollars, but still:
that's a lot of coin.
And some lucky students in
some fields may pay as much
as that for a single textbook,
to be used and then discarded in a single semester.
What can be done?
Finding used textbooks is
one way to lessen the stickershock of textbook costs. But
textbook companies are on
to that and frequently bring
out new editions to make
used books obsolete.
Textbook rental services,
like the one BGSU pioneered,
are another way of cutting
costs, (http://www.bgsu.edu/
offices/bookstore/textrental)
The people ordering books
(often, but not always, the
instructors) can try to be
more aware of the economic
footprint of their decisions.
That $300 Latin course I
mentioned above is a beautiful thing, but the book I actually order retails for $21.99
(less than that from Amazon,
com).
But the real answer may be
the most extreme: to break

the back of the textbook
industry. In an age where
information is becoming ever
more widely available, how is
it that these particular information-sources, textbooks,
are becoming more and more
expensive?
Partly because people are
letting it happen (see above)
but also because it has been
difficult to find alternatives,
especially digital alternatives
to printed textbooks.
That era may be coming
to an end. This week Apple
announced a new line of
digital textbooks, in conjunction with the release of
iBook 2, and also iAuthor,
heralded as "Garage Band
for textbooks" by someone
who writes their promotional material. These texts
will have to be used on the
(still costly) Apple products.
But if an open-source competitor arises, maybe via the
Android platform, we might
start to see widely available
textbooks that can do more
(text-to-speech functions,
interactive exercises, etc.),
yet cost far less.
In that not-too-distant day,
our only problems will be
finding new excuses for not
doing the assigned readings,
and pulling stray trench fries
out of our keyboards,

Respond to Mathew at
thenews@bgnews.com

Respond to lames at
thenews@bgnews.com
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BG hockey earns weekend split
with Alaska-Fairbanks on the road
By Matt Ny.
Reporter

The BG hockey team snapped
its 12-game losing streak this
weekend with Friday night's
3-1 win against AlaskaFairbanks.
The streak dated all
the way back to Nov. 12
against Canisius.
In game one of the twogame series against the
Nanooks, the Falcons were
outshot 11-4 in the opening period, but struck first.
Cameron Sinclair recovered a
loose puck and threw a pass
in the slot where Cam Wojtala
was waiting, and he put the
puck in the back of the net for
the 1-0 lead.
The Nanooks rushed
the net and put a lot of
shots on goal, but couldn't
get anything past Andrew
Hammond in the first stanza,
so BG had the lead 1-0 entering the second period.
BG came out flying in the
second period and capital-

ized with an Adam Berkle
goal just 25 seconds into
the period. Freshman Dan
DeSalvo dished a nice pass
to Berkle and he wristed a
shot right past Nanooks'
goalie Steve Thompson for
a 2-0 lead.
Then at the 6:40 mark of
the second period the Falcons
scored again, but this time on
a power-play chance, lunior
Marc Rodriguez put the
Falcons up 3-0 in the second
period when he put the puck
in the net after a scrum out in
front of the goal.
The Nanooks would tally
just one goal in the final
period to stop Hammond's
shutout bid, but the
Falcons would hold on for
the victory 3-1.
The win not only snapped
the losing streak, but it earned
the Falcons their second win in
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association this season.
Hammond said it was a
good effort by the team going
all the way to Alaska.

Adam
Berkle
Scored a goal in
both games of
weekend series

"We were opportunistic tonight and found a way
to score some goals tonight,"
Hammond said. "I felt solid
tonight and we did a good job
keeping most of their shots to
the outside."
In game two of the weekend series the Falcons came
out continuing their solid
play, scoring first on AlaskaFairbanks in the first period
and taking a 1-0 lead. The
goal was scored by Berkle
when DeSalvo fed him a
pass on a two-on-one break.
The goal was Berkle's third
of the season.
The one goal from BG would
be all it could muster in the
game. The Nanooks responded at the 10 minute mark when
BG turned the puck over in
front of Hammond, and Cody

"I think they feel that they're going to

2

Kunyk deked Hammond for
his ninth goal of the season.
The game was 1-1 heading into
the second period.
In the second period,
Alaska-Fairbanks scored 49
seconds into the period when
(' 11111111 Beck shot the puck and
was deflected by Kunyk for his
second goal of the game. The
Nanooks scored again in the
second period to make the
score 3-1 heading into the final
period of play.
BG couldn't get anything
past senior goalie Scott
Greenham and the Nanooks
would tally another score
with an empty-net goal to
make the final 4-1.
The loss dropped BG's
record to 7-14-5 overall and
2-12-4-2 in the CCHA.
Berkle continued his threegame point streak with a goal
in both contests this weekend.
"For the most part we
weren't too strong on pucks,"
Berkle said. "We generated
chances, but didn't get the
bounces tonight."
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The BG gymnastics team
fought to the end. but fell just
shy of upsetting No. 21 West
Virginia in Anderson Arena,
193.475-193.225.
The Falcons achieved
another substantial increase
in score from the previous
meet, improving from a 191.95
against Central Michigan,
while not counting a fall on
any apparatusfor 'the' rtrst time'
this year.
Individually, Gina Locigno
earned second place in her first
all-around appearance (38.65)
while teammate lamilah AH
won on vault (9.825) and beam
(9.8). Monica Eaton was first
on uneven bars, scoring 9.8.
"I'm just so proud of the
effort they're making," coach
Kerrie Beach said. "I think they
feel that they're going to go
above and beyond what we've
done in past years and that
we're taking new steps and

moving into new territory."
BG began the night on vault,
posting a 48.675 while West
Virginia's first two performers
suffered falls on the uneven
bars' The Falcons saw strong
performances from Danielle
Wishart and Dawn Christman
(9.775), setting up All's winning score.
The team moved to bars
with a .825 lead in the second
rotation. Despite a small error
from the first athlete up and
a l.ill from AH, BG gymnasts
Megan Harrington (9.575),
Locigno (9.675) and Eaton (9.8)
nailed confident routines with
stuck dismounts to keep the
team close to West Virginia.
On beam, the Falcons hit

five solid routines for the first
time this season, scoring a
48.0 on the event. Christman
started off the effort with a
9.55, a score that Locigno later
matched, competing on beam
for the first time. After a scary
fall from Eaton, Harrington
(9.65) and Ali delivered gutsy
routines to close the rotation,
"Personally, I do better
under pressure," Harrington
said. "Knowing that people
in front of me had a bit of an
issue, I knew I had to hit my
routine so that we could drop
that person's score. I focused
on my routine instead of my
teammate's."
In the final rotatioa BG needed to outscore West Virginia by

WOMEN'S

MiUer earned his 250th win
against EMU, becoming the
second coach in MAC history
to reach that.
"I'm glad I could be part of
the team that could help him
get that far," Rogers said. "I
think for this specific team,
he's learned what fuels each
player, and 1 think a lot of
coaches don't do that."
Miller was seen after the
game by emergency medical

services in the Stroh Center,
who suggested he get further
tests done at a hospital nearby.
Roos said it was nothing to be
concerned with.
"He got a Uttle light headed
... everyone saw the technical happen, so he got good
elevation when he took his
coat off, I think when he did
that it was just a Uttle bit of a
head rush like you typically
would when you squat down

and jump up really fast,"
Roos said.
She said it was a memorable
night for his 250 win that he
received a technical foul.
This is the fifth time in the
last seven years that BG has
started a perfect 6-0 in the
MAC, and it recently became
the winningest team in MAC
history. The Falcons are the
first women's team to earn 350
conference victories

From Page 5

Gilbert said she didn't get
what she expected out of her
team, and their game inexperience showed.
This win puts BG in first
place in the Mid-American
Conference and marks another milestone for head coach
Curt Miller.

in past years and that we're taking new
steps and moving into new territory."
Kerrie Beach | BG Gymnastics Coach
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more than a point to secure the
upset. With no gymnast scoring less than 9.775, the Falcons
almost pulled it off, scoring 49.0
against West Virginia's 48.1
performance on the beam.
Wishart and Christman led
the way, each scoring 9.825
and tying for second place on
the event.
West Virginia's Hope
Sloanhoffer won the allaround with a 39.075, while
both Locigno and Harrington
had standout performances
on aU four events.
"Megan
Harrington's
been showing good strides
all along," Beach said. "Gina
Locigno's one of those athletes
that knows how to compete.
No matter what's gone on in
her week, she knows how to
turn it on come meet day. She's
a bright light for us."
The Falcons are back on
the road next week, traveling to face Mid-American
Conference rival Western
Michigan on Sunday.

go above and beyond what we've done
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BG gymnastics loses heartbreaker to West Virginia
ByDanMSwm
Reporter

2 1
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bigs getting the ball in the
interior that I guess we kind
of just turned our backs to
the shooters. Which is something you really can't do
because shooters are going to
continue to shoot; especially
if they know they can knock
down shots and if their team
needs them.
"And that's what they did.
Their team had confidence
in them to knock down the
shots and kept giving them
the ball. When they needed
to hit shots, they did."
Tony Watson and Barnett
comprised 20 of the 24 points
the Bulls got from their bench
with 11 and nine, respectively, and were a combined
6-for-9 from three.
The Bulls' success from
beyond the perimeter forced
BG out of its offensive mindset in the second naff, which
consisted of getting the ball
to the low post and good
dribble penetration from
Crawford and Dee Brown to
draw fouls.
The Falcons were 15-19
from the free throw line.
But as they began to
watch the deep balls fall for
Buffalo, the Falcons in turn
began hoisting it up from
outside. Limited success,
2-for-7, left BG vulnerable to
the BuUs' run.
With a late surge, BG had
another opportunity to

tie it up with 30 seconds
left prior to the said layup
attempt by Crawford.
Coming out of a timeout,
Crawford fed the ball to
Cameron Black in the high
post and the center, due to a
Watt and McCrea blockade
in the interior, would settle
for an eight-foot, one-handed jumper over Watt, which
he missed.
"We knew that if I was
going to duck in. | Black's] guy
was probably going to sink
in and help on me," Calhoun
said. "So I had just told Jordan
before that to look at I Black],
and he was open.
"But I guess he kind of gave
it to him before he could roll
all the way to the basket,
which ended in him shooting
a jump shot. He can knock
down a jump shot, but we
prefer it to be in the paint."
Barnett harnessed the
miss and was fouled by
BG's Scott Thomas with
five seconds left to send
him to the charity stripe for
a one-and-one.
After a Barnett miss,
Calhoun grabbed the board
and hit Crawford in transition for the said Watt block
on Crawford as time ran out.
It was Watt's, who is second in the conference with
2.6 per contest, only block
of the game. He finished
with 16 points and only
two rebounds.
Dee Brown had 13 points
and Thomas had 12 for the
Falcons.
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there will always be a few
cases of viruses such as pink
eye all year. II is important
for students to wash their
hands frequently as well as
avoid putting their hands to
their eyes, nose and mouth,
she said.
"Not all pink eye is contagious and not all cases
need treatment," Hoffman
said. "That is why it is important for students to go to
the Student Health Services
to determine what is the
proper regimen of care that
is required in that student's
situation."
In order to create a healthy
environment on-campus,
all students are required to
have current immunizations including MMR, Tdap,
Hepatitis B, and Meningitis,
upon being accepted by the
University. These illnesses
can be serious if students
are not immunized and can
spread quickly on a college

campus, she said.
"I suggest you research
the ACHA.org lAmerican
College Health Association)
website, which reviews
this topic, or the Center for
Disease Control, www.cdc.
gov, for more information,"
Hoffman said.
If students have not had
a physical in a few years,
it is important to have one
to evaluate any health care
concerns they may have,
Hoffman said. In addition,
women need to obtain their
first pap smear at age 21;
and, if students are sexually
active and have had changes
in partners or have had any
reoccurring symptoms, they
should schedule an exam,
she said.
In order to accommodate
a wide-variety of services,
the Health Center has a full
pharmacy and lab, and they
are both staffed with physicians, nurse practitioners
and nurses. They offer all
allergy injections, physicals,
immunizations and focus on
chronic and acute illnesses,

The Daily Crossword Fix DAfOR

Hoffman said.
Student Health Services
provides a wide range of services including IV therapy
for dehydration, nutritional
counseling, EKG's and services for depression and
ADD/ADHD, Hoffman said.
Sophomore Dana Schriver
said the on-campus Health
Center is a great way for students to stop by and review
any health concerns they may
have because of its strategic and convenient location.
Students can quickly stop by
following a class and not have
to drive all the way to their
doctor. They can just take a
five-minute walk, she said.

hrnuahf to
vou bv
brought
to you
by

1 "What a pity!"
2 Baltimore baseballer
3 Disprove
4 Pinot _ : red wine
5 Col. Sanders's company
6 Gaming area
7 Spa treatment
8 Sibilant 'Over here!"
9 Facetious "I get it now"
10 Alley cat, e.g.
11 "Tower Heist" actress
12 Reach as far as, as
property vis-a-vis its
boundary
13 NBA stats
18 "If you don't know, _"
25 Original "Dragnet"
words after "My name CQ
is Friday'
26 Mass songs
27 Part of PGA: Abbr.
29 Whistle blowers
31 "Inferno' author
32 Actress Tyler
33 Puls in office
36 Tear to pieces
38 List-ending abbr.
39 Lovers' quarrel

ACROSS

APPOINTMENTS
The Student Health

1 English or French instrument
5 Phi Beta _
10 Unit in a plan
14 Cookie since 1912
15 Just picked from the tree
16 Schoolbook
17 Service available at hotspots
19 "Phooey!"
20 Goes bad. as milk
21 Sax register
22 Pub order
23 PC key on either side of the
space bar
24 Josh
26 "Laughing" critter
28 Does and bucks
30 Performer's song assortment
34 Some ER cases
35 Historical period
37 Aches and pains
39 Place to see droids or tnbbles
43 Jet-setter's document

Service is located at the
Health Center Building oncampus. next to the Musical
Arts Building. Students
are encouraged to make
appointments 24 hours
ahead of time to minimize
waiting time.
Source; wwwbgsu.edu/
offices/sa/health/info

MAIN STREET MEXICAN

L/HVV I

44 Gen. Lee's side
45 Oils and such
46 Optimistic
48 Hitchhiker's ride
52 "The Sound of Music" family
name
54 Chi follower
56 Morse T
57"
pig's eye!'
58 Trade
61 "Time in a Bottle" singer Jim
63 44-Across soldiers
64 Home theater component
66 Very dry, as Champagne
67 Daytime talk star
68 Yea or nay
69
of Man
70 China's unofficial national
flower
71 Btog entry

Transportation
companies
Turkey's largest city
Globe
Rome's
Way
"DittoDiamond surfaces
Lincoln Center opera
selling, familiarly
Partner of cut, in
editing
Emotionally distant
Barber's workplace
Sponge (off)
Fluffed-up hairdo
Answer an invite
Batter's staf
Like a wallflower
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COMPUTER REPAIRS

■" www ilai.nr.111:1

or call 419.352.3568

519 IrVtiKl Wanstnr ■ •wllna firnrtn

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

2BR apt. lurnished.all utilities incl.
1740 E. Wooster St. BG.
Contact Kelly at 419-352-1520.

BG Apts - 818 S 822 2nd St,
2BR apts available May/August,
$490-$500/mo ♦utils, 12 mo lease
wwvr.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917

424 E Wooster.large 3BR apt,
Avail Fall 2012. $950/mo.
utils Included Call 419-352-5882

3 BR house tor rent, includes
W/D, very close to campus,
avail now! Call 419-731-3800
311 Ridge - Nice 3 BR home,
available Fall 2012.
Call 419-352-5882

BOWLING GREEN'S newest Mexican restaurant El Patron opened nearly two months ago on Main street Check The BG
News later this week for details about the restaurant.

Help Wanted
'Customer Servlca/Data Entry"
•"Make aa/HRIII—
'HIRING IMMEDIATELY'
"Must Have Good
Communication Skllla"
Only 15 mln away in Perrysburg
Mon-Frl 4-9pm & Sat 9am-12pm
MUST BE AVAIL. EVERYDAYII
Call Kris today at 419-874-1945
TruGraen - EOE M/F/D/V

Classified Ads
419-372-6977

Days Inn now hiring
lor front desk position, all shirts.
No calls, apply m parson
at1740E WoosterSt, BG

'liic lid Newt will not knowingly
accept adveiiitemeMi thai lUarrlmlnaie, or encourage dlirrlm I nation
■galrui any Individual or group on
die nailt of race. sex. color, creed,
religion, national origin, teiual orientation, disability, atatua u a veteran.
or on the baab of any other legally
protected atatua.
The BG New* reaervea the right to
decline, discontinue or revt»e any
adveniaement >ucn u thoM found
to be defamatory, lacking in factual
haala. mlaleadlng or false in nature. Ail
advertlaementa are hubfeci to editing
and approval.

Personals

Something different every night at
Grumpy Dave's Publ
Mondays - play EUCHRE
Tuesday-Professional Comedians
Wednesdays - Hump Day Revue
Thursdays - Open Mic
Fridays - Happy Hours 4-9pm
Bands at 10pm
Saturdays - KARAOKE all nlghtl
www.grumpydavespub.com

311 Ridga - Nice 3 BR home,
available Fall 2012.
Call 419-352-5882

For Rent
2 & 3 BR apts 4 townhouses.
Scott Hamilton. 4th & 5th Sts.
Avail May 2012, pets welcome!
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
www rutterdudleyrentals.com

4BR houses, 3 people each,
2 car garage, W/D, AC.
avail May-Aug $1200/mo.
949 Scott Hamilton,138 Williams

20112-13 S.Y. Leases:
3BR house. W/D, central air,
dishwasher, S700/mo.
Avail May 15,2012.
2 upper apts in house w' shared
bath, $275/mo & $350'mo
Call 419-601-3225 for more Infol

Trustworthy student needed for
help w/ laundry & other household
chores in Waterville home.
Call/text Angle at 419-377-5479
email angieroseberry@gmail.com

Call 419-854-9512

5 BR. 2 Bath, requires 5 renters
2000 sg It, kitchen w/ appl,
w/d hookup. Avail Aug. 2012,
12mo Lease, $12S0/mo.
Call Anne at 419-722-1371
or e-mail: arickatlsfflwoh.rr.com

May-12month le
604 Frith St -3br - $870/mo
609 Filth St • 3br • $885/mo
845 3rd St - 3br - S945/mo.
www.BOApartmenta.com
419-382-8917

• IVYWOODAPTS.'

"houses & apts almost full 12-13,
1030 E. Wooster. allowed 7 stud
321 E. Merry, allowed 8 stud.
Also very close apts. rms & efllc
cartyrentals com / 419-353-0325
112 Bedroom Apartments
Free Heat & Water'
Large Patlol Pet Friendly!

UM.rv.orld R
•5 00 7:30 10 05
r.»tr»m»ly Loud
and Incredibly Clot* PO-13
•3:40 6:4S »:40
■ ••uty and tha Baaal 30 O
'4:50 7:20 9 50
Contraband R
•3:50 7:10 10:00

■I

1/2 Month Free
SuA7dktffllAUlff AfflubDuHZB

to^JltainlkKBSB
•NearBGSU
•Private patio/entrance
■Extra storage
•Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available

(419)353-7715
www.varsitysquareapts. com
1,2,3i 4 BR houses,
near downtown, $499-$999/mo.

*

wilh I Year I case'

War Horaa PO-13
•3:35

- Marina* S"cwr"na
rt.S-ow SK-MJO r>,y
|i- fn-Mon

Houses & Apartments
12 montti leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manvllle Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F.
www.BQApartrnents.com
HOUSES close to campus!
2012-2013 May/August
Leases now availble!
Call 419-352-6084 or
www.froboserentals.com

lBdrrns./Studios
For Rent

HIGHLAND MANAGEMENT
Now leasing lor 2012-2013 s.y.
1 & 2 BR apts, $375-S650/mo
Call 419-3546036 lor more Info!

, 419-352-7691
•

EHO

cormorantco.com
•wme restriction! ap

•

Call 419-356-5437.

A P A
aoia - 2013

Must see! 4BR. 2 bth apt / 3BR.
1 bth apt.newer carpet, small pets
ok Call 216-337-6010.
THREE BEDROOM HOUSES
available August 2012
Some pet Iriendly
Lease req, Excellent Condition!
114 Ridge Street.
118 Clay Street,
812 Third Street.
606 Filth Street,
131 Church Street,
202 East Merry,
226 East Merry.
133 Georgia Ave - 2BR house.
For more inlo call 419-308-2456

Special Notices

Barlending. up to S300/day.
No exp needed, training crse.
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174

VILLAGE
R

T

M

- Reduced Rates in 2011 *
» Apartments Available *
» Semester Leases *
# Minutes from BGSU »
» Pet friendly community •
• Heat included •

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
I .ocated at:

300 Napoleon Road
In Bowling Green

fir

E

N

T

S

EXTRA, EXTRA'
REJOSIUBOUTIT!
$100 off security
deposit for 2012
school year if lease
signed before
1-31-12
MUST SHOW COUPON TO
RECIEVE DISCOUNT

4I9-352-6335

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

—( JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC?)—
Check Us Out
On Facebook!

"Our student renters are
like family to us. When
they have issues or
needs, we work quickly
to resolve them"

Quality Service
Quality Housing
Successfully Serving

Furnished
2 Full Baths
• FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET
GREENBRIAR, INC
• Laundry on site

BGSU Students Sine* 1978.
HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

■IPom

II I I
•

.. : ■ :
'
u> •:• 00
419 354 2260 ! www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Select Units Have:
•Air Conditioning
•Gas Log Fireplace
•Tile Floors

$49.00 Deposit
Per Person
"restrictions apply

Starting at

$67S/month

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419) 352-0717
www greenbriarrentals.com

mmm

